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Good brands are not always 
good investments

Despite being one of the main drivers of growth and competitive 
advantage, brand value is often underestimated in the business 
world. 

Brand value is what commands price premiums, customer loyalty 
and in turn, growth and superior investor returns. For this reason, 
positioning offshore portfolios to take advantage of investment 
opportunities presented by select global brands is key.

Interbrand’s top 100 global brands list was recently updated and 
published. This report analyses how well brands contribute to the 
growth of businesses – from delivering on customer expectations to 
driving economic value. The ranking not only focuses on the financial 
performance of brands, but also on the influence these brands have on 
consumer choice.

Interbrand’s 2016 report named Apple, Google and Coca-Cola as the 
three most valuable brands. Some notable new entrants into the 
top 100 list include Tesla and Dior, entering at number 100 and 89 
respectively.

The top growing sector on Interbrand’s list is retail, represented by 
Amazon, eBay and IKEA. Amazon is the number 8 ranked brand and 
one of this year’s top growing brands. One trend is common among 
those that did well - they speak to the needs of the growing trend to 
shop online.

positioning offshore portfolios to take 
advantage of investment opportunities presented  
by select global brands is key

However - good brands alone are not always indicative of good 
investments and when companies like Private Client Holdings construct 
portfolios such as the PCP Offshore Equity Portfolio the strategy 
includes a sizeable exposure to top global brands, currently including 
the likes of Apple, Diageo (Johnnie Walker), Walt Disney and Nestlé.  
These parent companies of top global brands are evaluated using 
proprietary quantitative metrics. This quants model includes quality, 
value and momentum factors, which are valuable predictors of future 
performance. So it is not just the brand value that counts.

The brands carve-out is blended with a low cost smart beta strategy 
and select global opportunities, which fall outside of the top 100 
brands list. This derives improved risk-adjusted returns, and allows for 
the inclusion of a small exposure to alternatives such as private equity.

The PCP Offshore Equity Portfolio delivered a 9.4% cumulative out-
performance over the last five years compared to its benchmark. On an 
annualised basis, this portfolio delivered 11.9% per annum in US Dollar 
terms over the last five years. 

This fund’s objective is to provide long-term capital growth through 
a diversified portfolio of globally listed shares and Exchange Traded 
Funds. The portfolio aims to outperform the MSCI All Country World 
Index over the medium term, assuming an above average level of risk 
in the short term.

However - good brands alone are not always 
indicative of good investments 

By Grant Alexander



The Directors Desk 
Another busy year is waning and it was an exciting one  
for Private Client Holdings. 

We successfully launched the Private Client BCI Worldwide Flexible 
Fund which incorporates our multi-manager and segregated share 
portfolio strategies. The implementation team, driven by Susan 
Vermaak worked tirelessly to ensure this complex process was 
managed and carried out seamlessly.

Those of you who have invested in the fund understand that 
the primary benefits for establishing such a fund include the 
management of share portfolios and unit trust portfolios on a tax 
efficient basis; access to the Best of Breed managers; no Capital 
Gains Tax (CGT) on trades; reduced stockbroking fees; access to 
a wide range of global titans such as Apple, Microsoft, Berkshire 
Hathaway and Nestle; and unconstrained access to the full suite of 
asset classes (equity, property and fixed income).

2016 also saw us launch our new PCH Corporate Solutions offering, 
aimed specifically at small and medium sized business owners 
who would like to reduce the amount of time they spend on 
administration and free up more time and resources for their own 
products and services. 

In addition to this, we also scooped an accolade at the International 
Advisor Best Practice Awards. Wealth management is not a plug 

and play science – a wealth manager needs to carefully craft and 
mould the products and investments available to ensure that their 
client’s personal wealth goals are met and maximised. Performance 
is important, however ensuring that our clients’ wealth aspirations 
and dreams are met is fundamental.  To this end we are pleased 
to have grown our dedicated wealth management team from 7 to 
10 members - ensuring that our client focus is always sufficiently 
resourced. 

The IABP award and being acknowledged as one of only 12 FPI 
Professional Practices™ in South Africa reinforces our prosperous 
best practise strategy that involves unpacking each client’s individual 
expectations and hopes and developing the best possible solutions 
to achieving this. We trust that you as our clients have seen the 
tangible benefits of our best practise approach and we thank you for 
entrusting your wealth goals to PCH. We wish you and your families 
a safe and happy festive season.

Grant Alexander

 
PCH proudly supports the new Vlakkenberg 
MTB trail at Constantia Nek

PCH are delighted to continue our 
commitment to social initiatives that 
involve exercise and healthy living, this 
time by supporting the newly developed 
Vlakkenberg mountain bike trail.  Situated 
on the Houtbay side of Constantia Nek, this 
is an exciting addition to mountain biking in 
the greater Cape Town area and the hope is 
to soon link it with the Tokai trails. 

For more details visit:  
http://bicyclegear.co.za/vlakkenberg-mtb-
trail/ or contact Luke Hirst at PCH for details 
on our exclusive PCH evening trail rides.

Greenpop Christmas Greetings

PCH will once again be supporting 
Greenpop this year by gifting trees to be 
planted in lieu of sending out Christmas 
cards to our clients and suppliers. The PCH 
Greenpop indigenous forest is growing, and 
we intend to continue our support of this 
worthy and necessary initiative into 2017 
and beyond. www,greenpop.org.za.

PCH Seminar Series

The PCH wealth management team have 
been hard at work sharing their knowledge 
at a series of highly successful presentations 
held around the Western Cape. This  
included a lunchtime seminar in Knysna, as 
well as a breakfast seminar at the Lagoon 
Beach Hotel in Cape Town. The last PCH 
seminar of the year is at Investec’s head 
office with Jeremy Gardiner. 

If you would like to join our seminars or 
would like to bring a guest please contact 
Michelle Hawson at PCH.  
michelle@privateclient.co.za 

PCH’s administration team-building day

The PCH administration staff recently 
attended a team-building day at the 
River Club Conference Centre. Much fun 
and laughter was had as the teams were 
required to assemble 3 bicycles, with 
each group competing against the other 
to complete the task first by answering a 
series of questions.  A great day was had 
by all, and it ended on a high note with 
the donation of these newly assembled 
bicycles, with repair kits and pumps, to the 
Velokhaya Life Cycling Academy  
(www.velokhaya.co.za).

HAVE YOU HEARD?

When it comes to matters of wealth and investing – 
understanding what women want is simple – they want the same 
as men:  sound financial advice that secures their financial well-
being now and into the future.

However according to Michelle van Wyk, financial advice and 
wealth planning for men and women should differ, just as the 
circumstances and behavioural approach to finances differ 
between the two sexes.

Differing circumstances

The reality is that women generally live longer than men, 
and the odds are that many will have to manage their own 
finances eventually.  Added to this is our extremely high divorce 
rate, another factor which means that women need to be 
independently financially savvy. 

“Women who may have recently lost a spouse or gone through a 
divorce can be feeling especially vulnerable if their partner was the 
one to handle the finances.  These women may feel uninformed 
about finances and investing, and may lack confidence.  They need 
to be made to feel that they are in a comfortable environment and 
are able to ask any questions without feeling foolish.  Financial 
jargon must be avoided – with strategies and plans explained in 
clear and understandable terms.”

“Although statistics for South African women are lacking, when 
looking at recent statistics from American research conducted 
by Sandy Chaikin, co-founder of Chaikin Analytics, it is notable 
that 72% of women don’t feel confident about selecting financial 
investments on their own, whilst 63% of women don’t feel 
knowledgeable that they can plan for their retirement, and 57% of 
women surveyed felt that financial terminology was confusing and 
made it more difficult to make decisions,” says van Wyk.

Different approaches

Van Wyk advises that women are usually more risk averse than 
men, their main goal is normally to safeguard themselves from 
risk rather than chase gain.  “Women look at long-term goals 
and at strategies to accomplish what they want out of life.  Their  
preference for long-term strategies that are less prone to risk is 
a good thing as women generally create a plan and then stick to 
it – meaning that they are less likely to move their investments too 
soon, something which must greatly shape the approach taken by 
the advisor.”

According to van Wyk, another factor that sees women needing 
a different approach to wealth planning is that many take career 
breaks to raise families, or work part-time to accommodate family 
responsibilities – meaning that they have decreased income with 
which to work when planning a long-term strategy.  “In some 
situations, women also earn less than their male equivalents.”

This all affects their ability to save for their future and all of 
this needs to be factored in when tailoring financial solutions 
for women and empowering them to establish and meet their 
financial goals.

“Women are increasingly requiring suitable financial education 
and guidance.  We want it all – career, family, success and financial 
freedom,” concludes van Wyk.

 
 

Women need to be independently 
financially savvy.  

Private Client Holdings was a recent recipient of an International 
Advisor Best Practice Award. 

These awards have been designed to recognise all authorised 
advisers within the industry that are, or have made, the 
transitions towards best practice. Private Client Holdings was 
specifically recognised for our ‘Excellence in Professional 
Development’.

This counts as ‘another feather in our cap’ at PCH and the award 
is proudly on display in reception.   
 
A special thanks to all the team members at PCH who made this 
recognition possible.

PCH are winners 
in the 2016 
International 
Advisor Best 
Practice Awards

Women need different financial advice to men
By Michelle van Wyk CFP®



 

WHO TO TALK TO    
Our Private Client Holdings experts 
are available to field your questions. 
Don’t hesitate to contact us for 
wealth management advice.

Portfolio Management
Grant Alexander
grant@privateclient.co.za

Wealth Management
Andrew Ratcliffe
andrew@privateclient.co.za

Financial Services
Jeremy Burman
jeremy@privateclient.co.za

Cash Management
Sian Murray
sian@privateclient.co.za

Risk Services
Trevor Meehan
trevor@phoenixrisk.co.za

Fiduciary Services
Sarah Love
sarah@privateclient.co.za

Seminar Enquiries
Michelle Hawson
michelle@privateclient.co.za

46 Main Road, Claremont, 7708
PO Box 24033, Claremont, 7735
Tel: +27 21 671 1220
Fax: +27 21 671 1149
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“Smart Beta strategies seek to mitigate the challenges of market cap-weighted indices. 
Instead of blindly weighting companies solely according to their size, some Smart Beta uses 
screens based on fundamental analysis principles to determine which companies should be 
given a larger piece of the index pie. The goal is increased returns or enhanced risk profile.”

Adriaan Van Niekerk, a portfolio manager at Private Client Holdings advises that this 
is where the risk factor premium, or Smart Beta enters. “Whilst Smart Beta may lack a 
strict definition, it can be understood as an umbrella term for rules based investment 
strategies that do not use the conventional market capitalisation weights.  Smart Beta 
strategies attempt to deliver a better risk and return trade-off than conventional market 
cap weighted indices by using alternative weighting schemes based on measures such as 
volatility or dividends.”

According to van Niekerk, there has been compelling evidence to suggest that Smart Beta 
can implement certain investment styles that beat the index over the longer term. These 
factors specifically concentrate on the value, momentum, quality and the small cap effect. 

“One can create rule based weighting methodologies to extract these premiums while 
still preserving the qualities of traditional index funds. Even though there is ongoing 
fine-tuning, the cost remains low compared to active funds and still would maintain the 
positive attributes of traditional index investing.”

This would suggest that there are investors that invest sub optimally for such risk 
premiums to continue to exist and according to van Niekerk, there are. “Behavioural 
finance explains this irrational investment behaviour where fear and greed drive many 
traders and investors to act irrationally and create these risk premiums in the markets. 
These are indeed human attributes that should persist into the future and keep the risk 
premiums intact.”

“At Private Client Holdings we use these Smart Beta strategies to specifically extract the 
value and quality premium in the markets that we invest in. This ensures that the core of 
the portfolios follow a strategy that is low in cost, liquid, diversified and adds value over the 
longer term by extracting the value and quality premium,” concludes van Niekerk.

Adriaan  
van Niekerk

Smart Beta can implement certain investment styles that beat the 
index over the longer term.

Smart Beta - Diffusing the Active  
vs Passive investment debate
Following an investment strategy that is low in cost, liquid, diversified 
and adds value over the longer term makes a lot of sense – this is called 
a Smart Beta strategy, typically focusing on extracting the premium 
derived from the value and quality investment styles in the markets.

Private Client Holdings has recently launched a Corporate Solutions offering.  

This offering has been tailored specifically for small and medium business owners 
who would like to reduce their administrative burden so they can focus on their 
core product or service. Services offered include Corporate Cash Management and 
Foreign Exchange Services,  Payroll Services (including PAYE, UIF and WCA), Employee 
Benefits Structures and Medical and Health Services.

Our Corporate Solutions experts are backed by our specialist divisions which form 
part of the Private Client Holdings integrated organisational structure. While each 
unit concentrates on a different aspect of fundamental wealth management, they 
also work together as a group to deliver a cohesive and in-depth Corporate Solution.

PCH launches Corporate Solutions offering 


